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Why automated systems are 
the better practice for your 
patients compared to using 
manual disinfection wipes.3-15

Efficacy of wipes is  
user dependent 3-15

 

Insufficient validation  
and reproducibility3,6-15

 

Wiping workflow least 
preferred by users7,14
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Manual cleaning and manual disinfection  
are two distinct processes

What is the difference  
between manual cleaning  
and manual disinfection?

Manual cleaning is the process of preparing the ultrasound probe 
to be visibly clean before high level disinfection

Manual disinfection is the process of applying HLD evenly to all 
ultrasound probe surfaces using a wipe

Area in contact with patient’s examination site

1
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Cleaning removes gel, organic material, microbial load, and other 
matter that can be visibly see on the probe’s surface.3-12

It is critical that users of disinfectant-impregnated wipes adhere to 
the required contact time, otherwise infectious microbes may remain 
active on the probe surface.3-13

Area in contact with patient’s examination site
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user dependent 3-15

The right application of disinfectant-impregnated wipes is 
very user dependent, which can lead to inconsistent results in 
microbial efficacy achieved.

   If not all surfaces of the probe have been in contact with the 
disinfectant wipe for the required period, microbial efficacy 
may not be achieved.

   To kill HPV using a Chlorine Dioxide wipe requires a 30 second 
contact time starting from the time the disinfectant has 
finished being applied.  
If the probe is not left to stand for 30 seconds the disinfectant 
may not kill HPV to reach the required  
4 log reduction 99.99%. This may increase the potential for 
cross-infection risk with the next patient.3-15

This is further supported by evidence from a literature review 
that showed there was low level published evidence (level 3) to 
support the use of a manual detergent/disinfection/rinse (multi-
wipe) system for decontamination of Semi-Invasive Ultrasound 
Probes (SIUPs).6
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and reproducibility 3,6-16

Disinfectant-impregnated wipes do not provide the same 
quality assurance as automated devices. 

The Robert Koch Institute (RKI) in Germany stated that 
disinfection with manual wipes cannot be validated on site, 
which is a requirement for the final disinfection step of  
semi-critical devices such as endocavitary ultrasound probes.13

There is no guideline or standard to advise the requirements 
regarding how a manual wipes step process can be 
documented by an individual in a reproducible manner.3, 6-15

   No standardised documentation that the disinfecting agent 
has been applied effectively to all probe surfaces.

   No standardised documentation that the correct level of 
mechanical force of a disinfectant wipe has been applied to 
the probe surface.

   No standardised documentation that the disinfectant agent has 
been applied effectively to crevices and indents on the probe.

As a result, the RKI currently does not consider the final wipe 
disinfection of semi critical medical devices to be validatable.13

According to ISO standard 17664-1, Processing Health Care 
Products, an automated disinfection system is preferred over  
a manual method.16

   Section 6.7.1.1: Information is to be provided by medical 
device manufacturer for at least one validated automated 
disinfection method for their medical device classified as 
critical or semi-critical.

   Section 6.7.1.2 states If an automated system can’t be specified,  
a validated method of manual disinfection is possible.
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In a recent study it was found that Healthcare professionals 
(HCPs) preferred using an automated ultraviolet light system 
(UVC HLD) versus chlorine dioxide multistep wipe system.14

The study found: 

   UV-C technology is more time-efficient than manual wiping, 
saving 55 min 45 seconds during a 4 hour ultrasound schedule 
of 15 patients. 

   Automated systems potentially increase patient throughput, 
reduce waiting times and, in some healthcare settings, increase 
the revenue a unit can generate. 

   UVC HLD provides a reliable alternative to TVS-probe 
decontamination that is automated for both disinfection  
and traceability, thus ensures a strict compliance with a 
disinfection protocol.

HCPs appreciate that UVC HLD eliminates chemical exposure 
and inconsistencies of the wipe disinfection regime while 
providing efficiency, automation, reproducibility, simplicity and 
ease of use.

Furthermore, in the HSE Guidance for Decontamination of Semi-
critical Ultrasound Probes, the chlorine dioxide multi-wipe system 
was the least preferred option and stated it should only be used 
as an interim measure prior to implementation of an automated 
decontamination process.7
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Manual cleaning followed by an automated disinfection system 
constitutes best practice.3 

Furthermore, the Health Facilities Scotland guidance literature review  
found there is high level published evidence (1+ and level 2) to support 
the use of ultraviolet light systems for decontamination of Semi-Invasive 
Ultrasound Probes (SIUPs).6 

The use of an automated validated process for decontaminating Reusable 
Invasive Medical Devices is internationally recognised as providing a 
reproducible disinfection process to enhanced risk reduction for infection 
transmission. Automated system can incorporate digital traceability,  
which automatically documents that an ultrasound probe was properly 
disinfected before use.3, 6-15

Best practice in Ultrasound Probe High Level 
Disinfection is achieved by manual cleaning 

followed by an automated system3
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